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Introduction
The idea of a formalized foundation to accept the responsibility of OpenSimulator is an interesting
concept and gaining traction with the community. In another post, we outlined the rationale for why
such a foundation is necessary for the continuation and longevity of the community. We mentioned
security, but were pressed for more details after much discussion. We need to deal with a number of
problems with the OpenSimulator from a security standpoint before it can become a viable platform for
significant investment and support a robust economy. This article is intended for a technical audience;
however, the case studies are written in such a way that a non-technical audience can relate.
We will discuss case studies that cover four major areas of vulnerability and possible remediation
strategies. Case Study #1 is an overview of how content theft is accomplished and precisely where in
the OpenSimulator the vulnerabilities lie. Content theft is a major problem and it will surprise you how
easy it is to accomplish. Case Study #2 discusses something called a “User Trust Model” and how the
hypergrid is broken in this regard. We discuss why it is risky for grid owners to allow unauthenticated
avatars to come and go. Case Study #3 discusses how lazy or incompetent OpenSimulator
administration can be a disaster for grid owners. In short, since there is no user authentication and the
OpenSimulator’s powerful scripting abilities are unchecked, a malicious visitor can easily drop code
into your operating system and bring your grid down. Lastly, Case Study #4 discusses how easy it is to
take your harvested content and launder it through the OAR and IAR system. You can remove all
permissions and creator/owner fingerprints from content using the current archival methods. To take
the discussion further, you can also open the OAR, insert your own malicious scripts, and repackage
the OAR for an unsuspecting victim. In the conclusions I discuss one last vulnerability that should send
a shiver down your spines…
In a future article, we will discuss the more theoretical attack vectors we have thought of. Mike and I
think that just discussing the five basic ones are enough to get your attention for now.
It is our hope that this article will provide context to why the MOSES project is so reluctant to touch
hypergrids and why InWorldz/Halcyon technology has not adopted. You will come away with an
understanding of why we believe the only way to move forward is to fix these flaws. We believe the
correction of the security flaws will also break backward compatibility.
WARNING: This article is controversial and pulls no punches. We discuss details about the
vulnerabilities we have detected in the OpenSimulator. None of the vulnerabilities discussed in this
document are theoretical. When reading this article keep this in mind: we have manually tested them
all.

Hypergrid 2.0 Background
The hypergrid is a technology used by OpenSimulator to allow for visitation rights between several
OpenSimulator grids. It has evolved and improved over the releases. Michael had originally set out to
apply his background in architecture and security to improving the model through the judicious
application of JSON Web Tokens and encrypted pipelines. We have reviewed the current
implementation of hypergrid and have come to the following realization: Better encryption cannot
improve hypergrid, because the hypergrid design is flawed. Hypergrid has a broken trust model.
Hypergrid had originally been released as 1.0, and has since been re-released as 1.5 and 2.0. The
current hypergrid implementation, Hypergrid 2.0, has been in OpenSimulator since release 0.7.5.
Hypergrid 2.0 brought many improvements, such as the idea of separating internal and external assets
by running multiple databases, and restricting outside asset access to the “suitcase” folder in a user’s
inventory. These are improvements, but they are only minor bandages on a large wound.
Hypergrid is designed to allow for the following interactions:
 A user without an account on your grid may enter and interact with your content.
 Depending on region permissions, that user may rez objects from other grids.
 Depending on region permissions, that user may take, or take copies of, objects from the
destination grid.
In order to support this interaction, both grids must allow read/write access to their databases from each
other's region processes. Even ignoring the issues of copybots, and rogue region hosts running
malicious regions, a new attack vector is opened through these mutually granted permission.
Hypergrid access may be restricted based on source or target domain, and users may be individually
blacklisted from the grid or from regions, but this is assuming that the domain remains trustworthy, and
that the users are always acting in the best interest of the grid. Examples of bad actors include users that
generate tremendous load, abuse the system, or abuse other users. We are proposing that this is a
primary flaw in how hypergrid is implemented.
Case Study #1 – Content Theft
Content theft is at the forefront of every content creators mind. A user wishes to maintain their
ownership over objects, over their creations, and most importantly over their sales. To support this,
OpenSimulator has enacted permissions models that mimics Second Life. However every new function
or feature is also a potential attack vector.
The normal asset pathway is for regions to serve all assets to all users themselves. This protects an asst
behind two UUID codes. A UUID as OpenSimulator uses it is a randomly generated 128 bit identifier
that hopefully never has a duplicate. The session Id is unique to the avatar session, but asset UUID
codes are permanent.
Problem 1: The normal asset pathway is a mild protection, given that it is not clear. The pathway is not
encrypted by default, so any client-server communications and any network interceptor can gain the
session ID, and any asset IDs in the current region. Any mesh or texture can then be downloaded as
long as the session ID is still valid.

The normal asset pipeline has poor performance, especially when users log connect with an empty
cache. As it is a common fix for users to empty their caches for a number of bugs, users will connect
regularly with an empty cache. The solution within OpenSimulator to fix this is to use the asset
functions GetMesh and getTexture to serve assets from a process outside of the region. This
dramatically improves the responsiveness of the region and is highly recommended.
Problem 2: The use of external services for asset service is dangerous. Regions do not share the session
Id externally. These asset services, whether third party or built into the grid services cannot use the
session Id, and only protect the assets through the unknown asset ID. An example to download a
texture asset using readily available tools (this URL was taken from a Google-indexed forum post):

Figure 1. Screenshot of a Content Scraping Activity using a Command Line

Using the “curl” command, it is possible to access a target grid’s asset database and copy content
directly. No copybot or client required. An alternate command to use is “wget.” This works in Linux,
Windows, and MacOS. We redacted the identity of the target grid so as not to embarrass anyone.
The screen shot above demonstrates that in order to harvest a grid’s assets, all you need is the IP
address of the target grid and the UUID of the asset you desire to acquire. Someone may use hypergrid
to hop to the target, use a harvester script to slurp up all the UUIDs of objects in a scene, save that
information to a text file and then leave the region or grid. The unauthorized content harvest can be
automated.
Problem 3: Unless region owners are prudent and well-informed, not all assets may have restricted
permissions. A visitor may cause any permissive asset to be copied to their home asset service by
taking it, or taking a copy. Assets are free to leave the grid.
Problem 4: Even with appropriate permissions on, if a visitor can scrape asset IDs from their viewer or
by script, asset textures and meshes can be downloaded at their leisure. This can readily be done by
examining viewer caches, using a copy-bot enabled viewer, or a rogue viewer that spoofs its identity.
All asset IDs are broadcast across the wire as well. Wireshark and WinGridProxy are easy-to-use
applications that can record all of the messages between a local client and a remote grid.

Figure 2. WinGridProxy Session and Agent ID Surveillance and Capture.

Figure 3. Wireshark Network Surveillance of Asset UUIDs

When we discuss in public that network traffic is sent in the clear, this is exactly what we mean! It is
even HUMAN READABLE. This needs to be locked down and encrypted immediately!
Problem 5: Briefcases can help a user prevent an external grid they visit from scraping all of their
assets, but an abusive user could easily bring dangerous assets into MG using theirs. Any asset rezzed
by a visitor is copied into the local asset service, and will persist after they have left. Assets can be
injected into the grid. There is nothing stopping malicious assets with scripts to be injected into a grid.
Problem 6: Assets are not checked for duplicate uploads on an OpenSimulator grid. There is work in
place to deduplicate an asset service to save disk space, but any asset that can be uploaded is treated as
a new original asset.
Any asset that can be moved to a process outside of the grid operators' control should be considered
lost, as any number of bad actors, or even OAR and IAR files, can launder the asset for reuse on a
different, or even the same grid.
CASE STUDY #2 The Broken User Trust Model
Closed grids have the opportunity to limit and police their own user populations. Abusive avatars can
be banned, and multiple re-registrations may be tracked and limited. But once hypergridding is
enabled, users who are not vetted by any local policy are allowed into the grid.
Problem 7: Even if region permissions are locked down perfectly, and visitors may not build or rez
from their briefcases, they are unrestricted from wearing malicious attachments or HUDS. One such
abusive example from older viewers is a hat with multiple crashing web browsers on it.
Problem 8: As said by Justin Clark-Casey: “any version of OpenSim older than 0.7.6.3 should be
considered unsafe.” This is due to a bug in how LSL treats network connections. An LSL script can
make and receive HTTP connections from the machine that the region is running on, and they
discovered that a well-crafted script could make calls against the grid services to alter user inventories
and worse. This fix includes blocking HTTP calls to local IP addresses, to prevent users from scanning

the network behind a grids firewall and discovering host IP addresses, database instances, etc. The
specific user inventory fix was introduced in OpenSimulator version 0.8.1-rc2.
Problem 9: Speaking of networking calls from LSL scripts, any HTTP call made from an LSL script
will be traceable to the host machine that it is calling from. A script can form a crude HTTP proxy,
allowing your grid to participate in denial of service attacks, botnets, or a poor-man’s tor. Unscrupulous
or even illegal activity can take place and the grid host will be the first and primary suspect. Add to the
mix that OpenSimulator LSL can allow for prims to receive networking calls or email traffic. This can
happen from a worn attachment on a region with strict build permissions.
Problem 10: In addition to problem 8, where user actions will reflect poorly on the grid operator, these
networking calls also allow scripts to perform calls against other grids. This can be used to bypass the
domain white-listing feature of Hypergrid 2.0. It is not spoofing your IP address or domain, they are
using it freely, as it is a feature.
Problem 11: As user creation is no longer completely under the control of the hosting grid, it is fact that
abusive accounts can be created and utilized faster than any administrator can identify and ban them.
An organized effort could overwhelm any hypergrid.
CASE STUDY #3 Lazy or Incompetent Administration
OpenSimulator grid administration is difficult and it is tempting to take shortcuts to get up and running
quickly. To assist administrators there are many tools already in use to assist in user creation, region
management, etc. Some of these are built into OpenSimulator. If they are activated, it can cause issues:
Problem 12: Allowing console commands to be called from scripts. By hiding a script deep inside of a
linked set that is gifted to a user with appropriate permissions, a script may utilize the OpenSimulator
console for many purposes. These could include overwriting all of the regions content by loading an
oar file from a remote URL, overwriting local system files through a save oar call. You aren't running
your regions as a user with administrative (operating system) rights are you, such as root?
Problem 13: In lockstep with problem 11, the hidden script could easily kick or ban users.
Problem 14: A grid may also be configured to allow for commands to be called from a client. Anyone
able to get the session ID of an administrative user could execute commands on the grid without
stealing credentials or hacking in any other way.
Problem 15: Alternative scripting languages are powerful and fast. A quick Google search reveals how
much faster a C# script is over an LSL one. However, C# and other languages are not API restricted. A
C# script can read/write the local file system, open arbitrary network sockets and make arbitrary
networking calls. Should an unknown user write objects to the file system and execute them – it is
game over for your system’s security.
CASE STUDY #4 IAR & OAR Content Laundering
One of the most popular features of OpenSimulator is that content can be removed and inserted at will
using IAR and OAR files. While this allows for grid owners to archive, restore, and migrate content, it
comes with its own problems:

Figure 4. Uncompressed and Exposed OAR File from the Federal Consortium for Virtual Worlds.

Problem 16: Assets can be included entirely, every texture, mesh, script, animation, sound, and notecard is included. The OAR and IAR file formats is simply a tar.gz compressed file. Contained in the
file is a series of XML files containing object meta-data, as well as a folder containing all assets present
on the region as separate files. These can be pulled out and used for other purposes.
Problem 17: User and Group accounts are not global, but only exist within each grid. When an OAR
file is uploaded to a region, any user ID or group ID may not be found, and all ownership and
permissions is assigned to the estate owner account. This is by design, but makes it trivial to not only
move content between grids, but purge any permissions at the same time.
Problem 18: IAR functionality is protected by the users credentials, so a grid operator cannot normally
save out a users inventory. However, it is a very small change in this open-source application to bypass
that restriction, and allow a grid owner to literally download any users entire inventory. Hypergrid 2.0
attempts to prevent this by restricting hypergrid user inventories to their Suitcases, but it has to be
configured to do so, and is only available in OpenSimulator 0.7.5 and later.
Conclusion
If after reading this article you still are not convinced the OpenSimulator needs a mature security
model, there is one last bit of information we can share with you. Your IP addresses are exposed when
you are logged into a grid and when you use the hypergrid. It is possible to to correlate your physical
location with your IP address. You are not anonymous and it is easy to find you.
It is possible to create an open and distributed grid where users may interact with each-other freely, and
trust that their intellectual property is protected. We cannot do that by ignoring what we actually need
to protect. Each random grid is a walled garden and should not be trusted with the valuable intellectual
property of another garden. We must create a larger garden that we can participate in together.
In our next article, we will propose a solution to these problems and explain how a formalized
foundation could be the answer.

